The mid-nineteenth century was an important time in human history and in the history of biology and medicine, as it represented a period that saw a sudden shift in our understanding of our relationship with the organisms that surround us. Beginning with Charles Darwin's voyage on the HMS *Beagle* (1831-1836) and the phenotypic variation among species that he (and others at this time) observed, and punctuated by his publication, *On the Origin of Species*, where he formalized his views on the theory of evolution by natural selection \[[@R1]\], only then did our scientific thinking about species origins really begin. Nearly two centuries later, the fields of ecology and evolutionary biology continue to thrive in discovery and advances in our understanding of the world around us, including a refinement of the timeline on which life evolved \[[@R2]\], and the discovery of a vast diverse ecosystem deep beneath the Earth's surface \[[@R3]\]. Thus, it is within this context that this issue lies, covering topics ranging from emerging zoonotic viruses, and the evolution of our adaptive immune system, to the diversity of solutions to odorant perception in insects, and the many symbiotic relationships among us.

The relationship we share with the bacterial diversity in our gut is arguably one of the most fascinating symbioses. For a relationship dating back millions of years or more, we are only now beginning to form an understanding on how changes in the diversity and composition of our gut microbiome can lead to an array of inflammatory, metabolic, neurodegenerative, and immune diseases \[[@R4]-[@R6]\]. The use of fecal transplantation (or bacteriotherapy) and probiotics which aim to modify and enhance the microbiome have been considered a potential treatment for many of these diseases. In this issue, Swain Ewald and Ewald review the role of evolutionary fitness and mutualistic co-evolution in shaping host-microbiota interactions and how diet, particularly human-inaccessible-microbiota-accessible carbohydrates (HIMACs), can be used to promote this mutualistic relationship.

Complementing this review on human-gut microbe interactions are two interviews covering various aspects of immunity and disease. In an interview with David Schatz, Ph.D., we learn through Qiu about the origins of our adaptive immune system, including the vertebrate RAG1 and RAG2 recombinase genes, transposable elements, and ProtoRAG -- the evolutionary precursor to RAG1 and RAG2. In a second interview with Dr. Warren Andiman, we learn through Li about the diversity of zoonotic viruses -- viruses transmitted to humans from animals. We also learn in depth about one of the most notable zoonoses, Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), and the response to the Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) epidemic here in New Haven through Dr. Andiman's work coordinating the response through the program, AIDS Care, that he founded at the Yale-New Haven Hospital.

Barnett and Miller also explore symbioses through a study on host-parasite interactions in the nassariid gastropods in Central Queensland, Australia. Here, they discovered a richness of trematode fauna that inhabit this family of snails including a number of new host-parasite interactions. Cropp and Norbury, however, take a theoretical approach to understanding symbiotic relationships by providing a new theory for obligate mutualism in a Conservative Normal (CN) framework that allows quantification of obligations, gains, and losses, which the authors argue is crucial to representing obligate mutualism. The mathematical simplicity and conceptual straightforwardness of this generic model makes it useful for general theoretical understanding as well as experimental data comparison in the field.

Species interactions drive evolution, thus the importance of understanding species co-evolution can be seen in the discussion of predator-prey dynamics described by Burak, Monk, and Schmitz. The authors argue that predator-prey interactions are affected by dynamic species interactions that result from constant adaptation and feedback. The authors further describe how trait-based (molecular reductionist) and ecological gradient (landscape holism) approaches can be applied to the study of predator-prey co-evolutionary dynamics. Onufryk *et al*. also provide a good example of the importance of species interactions in evolutionary ecology through reported decreases in coral cover as a result of decreased herbivory. In 1983-1984, a mass mortality event of the long-spined sea urchin, *Diadema antillarum*, enhanced coral reef degradation in the Caribbean. Through survey data of *D. antillarum* and herbivorous fishes at reefs on the U.S. Virgin Island of St. Croix, the authors find that while the sea urchin populations are recovering and competitive interactions between *D. antillarum* and grazing fish have been restored, recovery is yet complete enough to reverse the shift to algae-dominated reefs.

Species interactions and diversity is thus clearly important to maintaining ecosystems and allowing for genetic adaptation to environmental challenges. Fenster *et al*. reviews the importance of species conservation from an ethical, religious, and cultural perspective. Small population size and inbreeding practices may pose some challenges to conservation attempts, as the adaptation ability of the species are affected by their population size and genetic drift. The authors discuss genetic rescue, that is admixture of individuals between populations, as a potential solution and describe the advantages and disadvantages of this approach. Elgar *et al*. provide a nice example of intraspecific diversity with a review on insect antennal morphology, discussing both insect ecology and odorant perception that has driven the evolution of this vast diversity of antennae, as well as techniques that can be used to study these differences in morphology. Interestingly, Hochgraf, Waters, and Socha, apply x-ray technology to the study of insect biology, specifically, respiration mechanics in the ground beetle, *Platynus decentis*. The authors discover that *P. decentis* shows a synchronous rather than directional compression pattern previously observed in the passalid beetle, *Odontotaenius disjunctus,* suggesting perhaps a diversity of solutions to insect respiration.

Koppik *et al*., on the other hand, present an interesting study on the variation in mating behavior in the fruit fly by testing whether there is synchronization of behavioral and physiological maturation in *Drosophila.*By testing whether there was a correlation between physiological maturation, as defined by accessory gland protein content, and mating success, the authors discovered no evidence for synchronization of these two processes, which is interesting given that mating success in immature fruit flies would result in reduced fitness in the offspring. Also, in an interview with Hopi Hoekstra, Ph.D., through Chaunzwa we learn of current interests on the topic of intraspecific variation from a leading researcher in the ecology and evolutionary biology field.

Perhaps one of the biggest selective pressures driving organismal diversity is the effect of human activity and global climate change on biology. The effects of these processes, however, can be hard to measure. Speights *et al*. review the ecological effects on organisms as a result of global warming and the differential effects of daytime versus nighttime warming and suggests a paucity of data on the effects on increased nighttime temperatures. The authors then present a review of methods that would simulate elevated nighttime warming to encourage a more complete evaluation of the effects of global warming on biology. Ramachandra *et al.*, on the other hand, present a case study on the ecological effects of human development on hydrology and the biology that depend on it through a comprehensive study of the Kali River Basin in the Western Ghats, India.

The vast diversity within species and the complex relationships among them really are fascinating. Darwin stated it most eloquently when he concluded in *On the Origin of Species*, "From so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most wonderful have been, and are being, evolved \[[@R1]\]." It is exciting to think that we may only be beginning to scratch the surface of understanding human ecology, from our microbiome to bacterial and viral pathogens, but also to understanding the breadth of diversity in the organisms that inhabit the world around us.
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